We present a solution to guarantee scalable causal ordering through matrix clocks in Message Oriented Middleware (MOM). This solution is based on a decomposition of the MOM in domains of causality, i.e. small groups of servers interconnected by router servers. The causal order is locally maintained into groups, this allows the cost of matrix clocks maintenance to be kept linear, instead of quadratic, in the size of the application. We have implemented this algorithm in a MOM, and the performance measurements confirm the predictions.
Introduction
Message-oriented middleware (MOM) is growing in importance with the development of new applications characterized by asynchronous exchanges, heterogeneity, and requirements for scalability and evolution. MOM provides an infrastructure that transmits messages and events to the widely spread components of a service, gluing them together through logical coupling [6] . Asynchronous interaction over large-scale networks is a major source of non-determinism. Message ordering provides a way of reducing this non-determinism, but pose scalability problems, as an increase of the number of nodes and/or the distance between them degrades the performance of classical clock-synchronisation algorithms. A common ordering mechanism uses logical time [9] to order events according to the causal order [12] . In many applications, causal order based on logical time is not enough to capture the dependencies needed by the application's logic. Vector clocks bring progress over logical (scalar) timestamps by inducing an order that exactly reflects causal precedence [15] [23] . Matrix clocks [4] [24] extend vector clocks by capturing a global property, namely "what A knows about what B knows about C". However, matrix clocks change propagation require O(n 2 ) control information and message size for a n-node system [13] . This precludes the use of matrix clocks for large scale systems (several hundreds or thousands of nodes). This paper proposes a solution based on the splitting of the MOM in domains of causality, i.e. small interconnected groups. Inter-group communication is performed by special nodes called causal router servers linking several groups and responsible for transmitting messages while maintaining global causal consistency. This solution improves performance while reducing causality related costs. In [17] , we have proved the following property: iff there is no cycle in the domain interconnection graph, local causal ordering in each domain guarantees global causal ordering. Thus, through a purely local (domain-wise) algorithm, the scalability of causal ordering through matrix clocks in a MOM is greatly improved (the communication costs are now linear instead of quadratic).
We have implemented this algorithm in AAA 1 , a MOM developed in our group. The results of the performance measurements confirm the predictions. This paper is organized as follows. Related work on MOM scalability is surveyed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the AAA MOM and Section 4 introduces the domains of causality. Section 5 briefly describes the implementation of causality domains in the AAA MOM. Section 6 presents performance results. We conclude in section 7.
Related work
Many solutions have been proposed to lower the cost of causal ordering by reducing the amount of control information. A first group of solutions is based on vector clocks, which require causal broadcast and therefore do not scale well. These solutions include [14] , in which nodes are grouped in hierarchically structured clusters, and [19] in which nodes are organized in a Daisy architecture. A solution based on Hierarchical Matrix Timestamps (HMT) is proposed in [22] . The HMT stores information about other nodes in the same domain and summarizes information about other domains. But this technique is specially adapted to update propagation in replicated databases using a weak consistency algorithm 2 and is not suitable for causal communication. An original solution for causal delivery is introduced in [11] . This solution does not use a logical clock and implements the causal history relation with lists of causally linked messages. The nodes interconnection graph is split in subnets separated by vertex separators. This approach allows cycles in the subnet interconnection graph and reduces the size of exchanged information. It does not reduce the amount of control information necessary within a subnet, which is detrimental to scalability. A last set of solutions is based on the interprocess communication topology. In [10] , processes are assumed to communicate mostly with processes of the same group, and the causal history can be omitted for messages exceptionally addressed to a process of another group. The same idea was developed in [21] . The algorithm proposed improves the FM class of algorithms 3 and brings up some solutions to reduce the clock size. One solution uses the communication path: a process only keeps the information about the set of processes with which it may communicate. But this algorithm does not ensure the global causal delivery of messages.
From this brief survey, we may conclude that both the message size (on the network) and control information size (on the nodes) are crucial as far as scalability is concerned and must be treated with the same importance. The next two sections present our solution, using the AAA MOM as a test bed.
The AAA Environment
The AAA (Agent Anytime Anywhere) MOM [7] is a fault-tolerant platform that combines asynchronous message communication with a programming model using distributed, persistent software entities called agents. Agents are autonomous reactive objects executing concurrently, and communicating through an event/reaction pattern [5] . Agents are persistent and their reaction is atomic, allowing recovery in case of node failure. The Message Bus (i.e. the MOM) guarantees the reliable, causal delivery of messages. The MOM is represented by a set of agent servers (or servers for short) organized in a bus architecture ( Figure 1 The combination of the agents and bus properties provides a solution to transient nodes or network failures, while causal ordering decreases the non-determinism of asynchronous exchanges.
Each server is made up of three components, the Engine, the Channel and the Network, which are implemented in the Java™ language. The Engine guarantees the Agents properties, the Channel ensures reliable message delivery and causal order, and the Network is responsible to send message to others servers. The causal order algorithm uses a matrix clock on each server which has a size of n² for n servers. This causes two problems: > Network overload, due to timestamp data exchange for clock updates. Even if only modifications of the matrix are sent instead of the full matrix, the message size is O(n²) in the worst case. > High disk I/O activity to maintain a persistent image of the matrix on each server in order to recover communication in case of failure. Our solution, presented in the next section, uses a decomposition approach to solve these two problems.
Domain-based causality
To solve the problem of the control information size for matrix clocks, we propose to replace single bus architecture by a virtual multi-bus (or Snow Flake) architecture [1] . Causality is only maintained on each individual bus, also called a domain of causality. The idea of splitting the set of servers is not new, but the published solutions either use vector clocks and broadcast [19] [14] , or use matrix clocks but only reduce the message timestamp size [22] [11]. Our solution reduces both the message timestamp size and the control information size on servers. In addition, the modularity of the architecture allows it to be adapted to any physical or logical topology.
A domain of causality is a group of servers in which the causal order is respected. Adjacent domains are interconnected by a specific server, which has the function of router and is responsible of message transmission between domains while respecting causality. Such a server, which is in at least two domains, is called a causal router-server. In our system, the architecture is not imposed 4 . Domains may be freely organized in any acyclic graph and the logical architecture can be easily mapped on the real network topology to improve the delivery algorithm. This technique reduces the size of the information exchanged on the network and furthermore decreases the size of the control information on the servers. Both factors improve the scalability of the MOM (a performance analysis and experimental results are given in section 6).
As an example (Figure 2 ) an 8-server MOM is logically split in four domains. Domain A includes {S1,S2,S3}, domain B includes {S4,S5}, domain C includes {S7,S8} and domain D includes {S3,S5,S6,S7}. MatrixClock on each server of Domain:
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Figure 2 : Example of domains of causality
Causal message ordering is enforced in each single domain. When a client (agent) connected e.g. to server 1 needs to communicate with a client connected to server 8, the message must be routed using paths S1→S3, S3→S7, S7→S8. Message routing is ensured by the system and is completely invisible to the clients, which are not aware of the interconnection topology. A server that needs to send a message to a server in another domain must send it to a causal-router-server (servers S3, S5 and S7 in Figure 2 ).
Our main result gives the condition under which sending a message through domains respects causality globally. The Figure 3 shows the simplest case to introduce the counterexample. The graph is split in tree domains D1, D2, D3 with respectively {S1,S2}, {S2,S3}, {S3,S1}. In this example tree messages are sent, m1: S1!S3 (in D3), m2: S1!S2 (in D1) and m3: S2!S3 (in D2). Each message respect causal order in its own domain (axiom of causality), but the trace doesn't respect global causal order. Thus, to ensure the global causal ordering, the domain interconnection graph must be acyclic. The condition is dictated according to the equivalence of these two propositions 5 : P1: Any virtual trace associated with a correct trace that respects causality in each domain respects causality globally P2: The domain interconnection graph is acyclic.
Implementation
Two problems need to be solved to implement the domains of causality on AAA MOM : the management of multiple matrix clocks (in the case of causal-router-servers, which belong to more than one domain), and message routing (transparently for agents). To solve the first problem, we have created on each server a list of domain descriptions, one for each domain that includes the server. To solve the problem of message routing we have followed the classical network protocol approach, using a routing table. The routing table is statically created at server start-up. For each domain, a server own the message queue and matrix clock associated. These new structures are represented in Figure 4 . 
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Figure 4: Two examples of the new agents server structure
With this implementation, a server can belong to an arbitrary number of domains, and any server can be a causal-router-server. The routing table gives, for each destination server, the identifier of the server to which the message should be sent: the destination server, within a domain, and a router server otherwise.
The Channel ensures the transmission of messages and guarantees reliability and causal ordering (see section 3). At message sending, the Channel performs an address translation using the routing table, then piggybacks messages with a matrix timestamp corresponding to the domain to which the message is sent. At reception, the recipient Channel checks the message timestamp and redirects the message to either the local queue (QueueIN) or the outside queue (QueueOUT), according to its destination domain.
Performance evaluation
The simplest performance indicator for the AAA MOM is the turn-around time of a message between servers, which is the sum of two terms: the first one related to transfer itself, the second one related to causal ordering (checking, updating and saving the matrix clock). The first term is nearly constant under our experimental conditions. Therefore the results are a good indicator of the efficiency of the causal ordering algorithm.
For the experiments, we have created an agent on each agent server, which sends back received messages.
Messages are sent by a main agent on server 0, which computes the round-trip average time for 100 sends.
We did several series of tests (centralized unicast, distributed unicast, broadcast,…). We only present the main results (full results are available in [18] ).
The initial measurements (with no causality domains) clearly show the quadratic increase of the message ordering cost with the number of servers, for both single host and multiple hosts experiments. Figure 5 shows typical results. For the experiments with causality domains, we used a bus-like domain organization (other possible organizations are daisy and tree), which give a linear increase of message ordering cost. Figure 6 clearly shows the performance gain brought by the use of causality domains.
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Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a solution based on domains of causality to reduce the cost of causal ordering in a scalable Message-Oriented Middleware based on matrix clocks. A domain of causality is a group of servers in which causal message delivery is enforced. The domains are interconnected by specific servers called causal routerservers which transmit messages between domains while guaranteeing the respect of causality. The causality is globally respected in the entire network iff there is no cycle in the domains interconnection graph. Our solution has been successfully implemented on the AAA MOM and generates linear increase of the causal ordering costs with the number of servers, instead of quadratic increase with the classical causal ordering algorithm. The modularity of this solution has many benefits. It is well adapted to a mobile environment (a group of mobile phones is represented by a domain and a station by a causal-router-server) and to LANs interconnection. However, the division of the MOM in domains needs to be done carefully and the new problem is to find an optimal splitting. Two directions may be followed: first, the splitting can be made according to the network architecture; secondly it can be made according to the application's topology. This latter solution exploits the description of applications (e.g. with an Architecture Description Language [8] ) to obtain the application graph connectivity and to determine an optimal split of the communication architecture.
